Essay by Abdul Arnaout
We are living in a catastrophe metamorphosis and it is the Covid-19. Before this quarantine I
used to play soccer where, when I want and with anyone. Now in the quarantine I play at home
when no one is at home and by myself and that is a metamorphosis. I used to have a lot of
friends but because of Covid-19 no one wants to interact with me anymore and that is a
catastrophe. We are living in a fake world where anyone says whatever he wants and many
people believe them. We need to come to one country, one nation and speak one language. As
long as we are divided we will not succeed. They teach us in school things and in life we see
different things.They teach us to gather to be one class and one school but what we see is that
we are not one country and not one family. We see the country is divided into two pieces
because of racism. In 2020 there was a white police officer who tried to arrest a black person
and put his knee on his neck and he killed him. The United States was splited into two pieces
black and white and that was a catastrophe, all of that is from one person who is racist.That was
the right thing to do is to stand for the right and stop the racism. We can skip a lot of the same
problems just by stopping racism. We didn't choose how to be created or the color that we were
born with. People think that the color white is better than black but that is wrong, For example
the moon is white and that is nice but the moon can't shine without the blackness of the night.
Money is another catastrophe. The problem is there is no equal in this world. With money we
can buy a doctor but not good health, with money we can buy a house but not the home, with
money we can buy food but not hapitaite and we can buy insurance but not safety and this is
the problem that we live in. People think the man who has money is the greater no that is not
the man who has manners and respect.There is a lot of people who gives all there money for
poors and that is the greatest. What will happen if we all live in one nation. Everyone gives
everyone no guns, no murders or any catastrophes. We are still living in the Covid-19 and there
are a lot of people dying and people losing their jobs and losing their lives. In Syria there are
thousands of camps people live there with cold and hot. Parents watch their children dying from
cold or from hunger, we really need to help our world. We can start by ourselves then families
then state and country….We can fix our broken world. We are really living in a catastrophe
metamorphosis.

